Standard Golf, a producer of golf course accessories since the 1920s, has introduced new TurfStone Tee Markers, tee markers precision-molded from wave cookware. Furniture, appliances and micro-wave cookware... 

TurfStone markers are available in a wide range of colors to handle multiple tee locations — red garnet, white quartz, blue slate, yellow sandstone, black onyx and gray granite. Colors are molded throughout the material with built-in ultraviolet inhibitors to resist fading. The markers can also be engraved with a club logo in one color, individual hole numbers, or any other one-color design. Engraved areas are filled with a polyester ink that has been specially formulated for outdoor use.

For more information, contact Standard at 319-266-2638, or your nearest Standard distributor.

Kirby expands tee marker choices

Kirby Marker Systems of Carlsbad, Calif., is expanding its product line to include, red, white, blue and yellow collapsible fairway markers. The above-the-ground markers are designed with a piston that compresses when traveled over by a fairway mower or golf cart.

Kirby has for many years produced green collapsible fairway markers that can be installed as a system every 25 yards. The new line of red, white, blue and yellow markers are intended for golf courses that prefer the more traditional color markings for fairway distances and a less extensive and expensive system.

Kirby is offering a 30-day no-risk trial of its new markers on one hole on any course for one month.

For more information, contact Kirby Marker Systems by calling 1-800-925-4729.

Hollrock unveils ball washing in bulk

Severely cut balls, half balls, rocks, pine cones, and sticks getting into your range ball washers — causing damage and time delays — can be a thing of the past with the Water Jet 3000 from Hollrock. Just dump the full picker baskets onto the grate and walk away. It feeds directly into your range ball washer, like the Hollrock 28k and 56k. The Water Jet 3000 will process 43,000 balls an hour, has one moving part and no internal components, from sinks and countertops to outdoor furniture, appliances and microwave cookware.

Hollrock unveils "Soil Guard" ball marker system

Available with 60" or 72" side discharge mowers or 60" front discharge mower. Available with 60" or 72" side discharge mowers or 60" front discharge mower.

Fore-Par introduces three new buying programs

Fore-Par, Inc. has announced three new programs designed to permit the golf course superintendent to use top-quality Fore-Par products and save money at the same time.

The first program involves the Fore-Par elasto signs. A new and innovative production technique in conjunction with newly improved raw materials has provided dramatic savings which Fore-Par is passing along to the end user.

The second program is a full course special on its #107S and #109S personalized elasto markers.

Taking advantage of the same economics that allow the company to offer its elasto signs at dramatically lower prices, it has developed a "full-course" special that brings the beauty, distinction and durability of the elasto marker within the price range of almost any golf course.

The third introductory program is to offer its new "soil guard" personalized flags at no extra charge.

"Soil Guard" is a simple matter of coloring the tube portion of the original tubular swivel personalized flags. "Soil Guard" disguises stains that would otherwise cause the flags, especially lighter colors, to be replaced even though still serviceable. "Soil Guard" can be applied to any Fore-Par personalized flag.

For more information on buying programs and products, call Fore-Par at 800-843-8099 or see a local Fore-Par distributor.

The all-new power forwards.

P.T.O clutch makes it possible to engage and disengage P.T.O driven implements on the move. Kubota's E-TVCS diesel engines deliver maximum power while minimizing vibration and noise. And, enhanced combustion efficiency reduces fuel cost and lowers emissions.

The F-60 Series includes 22, 25 and 30 horsepower 4-wheel drive mowers as well as a 25 horsepower 2-wheel drive model.

If you're looking for the ideal combination of comfort, power and efficiency for your team, you've just found a winning line-up.